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takes away from nis virtues as a positive moral delin*
quency. Thus the forms of spiritual initiation may be
grouped under two distinct categories, each marked by its
own characteristic features. One is full of penances and
ceremonials and is ushered in by its indispensible Adjuncts
of mystic diagram and the sacrificial fire receptacle, the
other holds sway only over the region of mind and is based
upon the knowledge of truth (11—12). The preceptor
who has got the right to administer any form of spiritual
initiation should administer the same in the following
manner.
In the oeginning I shall speak about the form of
initiation which is known as the Skanda Diksa (13). The
preceptor seated on his cushion and holding the Argha
offering in his palm, should worship, the warder gods at
the threshold of the sacrificial shed after having performed
the rite of his daily prayer and worship, and on having
removed t the pernicious spirits who usually dis-
turb the performance of a sacrifice. Subsequent to
that he should perform the rite of nyasa by uttering the
mantra of weapon, and purify the material principles of
bis body by uttering the mantras enjoined to be repeated on
the occasion. Then the special Argha offering should be
dressed up composed of sessamum orientale, rice, sun-dried
rice, Kusha grass, green grass, white mustard seeds and
thickened milk with barley, all sprinkled over with water.
The articles easential to the ceremony should be purified
by washing them with the washings of the above special
Argka offering, and the preceptor should impress the ridge
of bis aose with the characteristic tiiak mark. The purifica-
tkm and worship of his self and his own cushion should be
made as laid down before. Then the composition known
as the P^nchagaiya, fried paddy, sandal, seeds of white
mustard, the sacred ashes, bunches of greea grass, suo-dried
rice, aad the stems of the sacrifial iTw^ grass, etc., to be

